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to make the case for criterion-referenced tests. Popham and Husek also
1 %

Ø. offered a set of methods and procedures for construslting criterion-

referenced tests and interpreting test scores. Since the pioneering. work
.

of Popham and Huse;1( l!ic 1969, there have been hundreds of resi.arch papers

Glaser (1963) and Popham and Husek (1969) were the first researchers,

written about technical matters associated with building criterion-

referenced tests. FOr example, the psychometric literature abounds with

papers which consider such topics as (1) writing objectives,(2)

ing-nd validating test items, (3) determining test lengths / (4) select-
*

ing test itettls,-(5) aseessing the reliability and validity of test scores

and decisions, and ( evaluating tests. Berk (1980), Hambleton,

Swaminathan, Algina, and Coulson (1978), and Popham (1978) offer reviews

many o? these tontriblitions.

Of course many technical problems remain to be satisfactOrily

resolve4. F6r one, criterion-referenced test developers:need a compre.-
-,41

hensive4 set of, steps-for building.criterion-referenced tests. The

ability'of a set of steps would-increase the likelihood that test
y

developers would consider all of the proper steps and carry them ottt

in the correct sequepce. Unfortunately; current models for crite4on,r.

referenced"test'development haVe seVeral shortcomings. One shortcbming

.1
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is that they emphasize\ the building of tests which use multiple-choice,

vae-false, or matching questions (Hambleton & pignor, 1979a, 1979b;

Millman, 1974

tests (or bas

: Popham, 1978). A common criticisigrof criterion-referenced

ic skills tests, competency tests, or minimum competency

. tests, as,.they are sometimes called) is that there is almost a total

#

reliance on objective formats and therefore the tests are limited_in
t

the skills they can measure. Many important skills such as writing

and speaking can be measured bettey (and sometimes only) through the

444, use of,essays, observational methods, and stulations, to r(ame just

.'three non-objective ttem formats".
1

/ .

. Reliance on lobjective tlit Atems is due to the (relative) ease
.. 1 n .- 1

. .

with Which they can be written and administered, ta the convenient way

. .

in which they can be scored, and to the lack of experience among test
, .,, . ..

//
.

. .

developers in using formats for test data collections such as. observations,

#

simulations, and work-samples. But,criterion-referenced tests need

'MA consist solely of objective test items. For example, National Assess-
.

,ment of Educational Progres4.uaes a variety of item types in oder to

.proyide useful information about the huality of American sc_ ols. If
4 "-

criterion-referenced testing.programs are to achieve their full potential,

more
,
use must be made on,non-objective formats so that,,$)cills such as. *

7
-e

writing checks, mitilizing the resources of a lib ry, A4preiing a

it . ./..

,
/

,

# /

resume caa be assessed.

,

:,-
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Andther shortcoming of available models for Lest development

is that they are often specific to particular applications. ,It would,

be highly desirable to have a list of steps which is broad enough.to,

guide the pieppration (1) of,tests at the Classroom level (for diagnosis

and m-pnitoring studebt progtess), (2) of tests.at the district and

%Late level (for program evaluation and remediation) and (3) of tests
_

at the state and national level for use in certification and licensure.

It seems clear then that there is 4 definite need for a

comprehensive st of steps f t4building criterion-referenced tests.
'

Also, it seems unnecessarily restrictive-to offer a set of steps which.

are 11nited to a particular format or to a particular amilication. In
,

this p per
.

a set of logical steps for building criteiion-referenced /1 / 4,--

tests t at apply to Eieveral common (but different) applications and r

allow fo both objective and non-Objective'formats will be ofEered. .11CJ%
k

-

The steps r# epresent a combination and 'extension of prior work'by

Tinkleman (1971), Osborne (1973), ;McKsegan (undated), Sanders and.
,A

Sachse (19 5) and Hambleton and Eignor -(1979a5.. Four significant

contributio s of the steps are:

1. e use of a priori methods o validate/the test blueprint.
'

2. T e allowance for,the tse of both cibjective and ribn- .

ob ective ;est for4lats by placing the format decision

rin itspro O . posittop in the sequence.
,1

At

, q. The\flexibility of the steps for use in three relatively
-aiskinct situatibn$, i..e., classroom tests, large scale
'ass ssment and occuptioaal/professional licensure and
cert fication examinations. l 0

....
s . The omprehensiveness of the steps in-that they cover the

entii process of teSt develcyment and validation per-
taini g to.the assepsmet of both knowledge and skills.

'

. .

.

t
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Constructing Criterion-Refetenced Telas

1In this section,of. the Raper a set of.14 steps wi be intro-
.

4

k L

duced along with a brief.discussion_91 each step. The 14 step model

is presented in Figure 1. In most instancetk the outlinq is sufficiently

\
descriptive so elaboration in the text is minimized, The text consists

't 'primarily of points which neePelaboration and additional comments con-

cerning some aspects of the steps.'

1. Preliminary Considerations in Preparing a Test

The first atep is esSential to keep the proOssrfocused in a use-

.
% . . I..

J \ ful direction. A committee which represents those groups which have
.

( ` ,I

'accefresponsibility for.iAtest 'should be formed io oversee sthe test
.

r
development process. The committee lould address itself to matters

.* \
_ .

.
.

such as: N, .

:4

1. 'the purpose(s) of the test

2. the group(s) to be'assessed

3. identification of/recipients of tea' scoretinformation and

how they will.use the information

4. the content aiteas (specified in general terms) which will

, be covered by the test
/

4

5... the test Xength specified Ofterms of thesapproximitte time
- se

.* available to administer th

6. /the smOunt of time,-money, expertise, and personnel available

tofarry outTthe test development process.

a timeline for test development, awl assign pdbple and

resources to assure.completion of each step.

t
, ,

'N

go
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Figure 1. Steps for constructin% ckiterion-referenced,tests-

Preliminary considerations in preparing a test

a. State th\e- perpose(s) of the 'lest

i. Classroom (for example, diagnosis, description, or
instructional decision-making)

.LaLge Scale Assessment (for .example.. pruram Pvaivation,
or student remediation)

Certikication and Licensure (for example; awarding of high
school diplomas, OT controlling entry into ocCupations
and profssions)

.

b. Identify the group(s) to be assessed and the groups who Will
teceive test score information

c. Specify the content area to be covered and the approximate test
administration time (or test length)

11.
d. Specifi thq, amount of time, money, and expertise available to

.complete'the test development project

1

e. Prepare a list of activieies, attach deadlinesjOand assign people
and reSottrces

thentification of possible content for inclusion, in a test

i k
a. Form a committee of .iridividuals!to carry outlar required work

)

b. Prepare a irst draft of the:content (a listing of specific y
behaviors ? topics ,is ;desired)

.

ct

f. Clasprodm .
.

ipbuild-from the present curriculum and what is currently
-taugkit /

/

4. Large Scale sessm
/

ent ,
review curricula and textbooks
einvolve.individuals with an interest in the scop and

direction' of the test (for-examp1e4arents, community
leaderso legislators, school board members, curriculum
"specielists, principals, teachers, and students)))

iiiCertification and Licensure - . -,.

'sprepaie an initial list'of jobliCand associated responsi-
. p.

. 'bilities and fdnctions (and possibly specify-actiyities,
knowledge`, and skills at this timetas'well)

.

*complete the list of jobs, responsibilities, etc witih
the'aid of.textbooks, intervieWs with trainer4-14a ,.

N practitionerst. .

the Aurpose(s) of the te t J

*if'high school graduation exams, genet te content con-
aistent with

-.'

4

4:1
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-c.-Specify.the content in "descriptive" objectives (i.e., with
sufficient-specificity for people to-understand the,content)

d. Select the most appropriate objectives fOr additional consideration
1, Classroom

rerevant groups (probably teachers but possibly parents and
administrators too) can meet-to discuss the. merits of dif-

,

ferent objectives in telation to the purpose(s) of the test
consensus decision-making, the Etlphi technique, and ques-

,

'tionnaires are three possible 4ays of collecting data
ii. Large Scale Assessment.

decision-makers meet to select the content
_

suFveya of interested individuals (for example, parents,
tOchers, principals, and students) can be carriedieout
and the results'are used boy the Committee in making
decalons about content

a combination ofthe two methods can be initiated
Certification and Lic.ensure
*survey job holders and ask theiktO rate'job components in

4 terms of their importance and frequency of occurrence
if high school graduationexams, decision-makers ean make

a selection of content with the aid Of survey data
(reepondents Can be asked to "rank" competencies, and
indicate their iciel of importance)

e. Validate the selection of content
i. Classrooili

seek opinions of the test eontent'from teachers, parents,
principals, etc. (if suggested revisions are, substantial,
revise the content and repeat,this step)

ii. Large St
.

ale Assessment
seek Opinions of the tesf content from teachers, parents,

principals, and community leaders
iii: Certification and Licensure

*determine 'the matclit Or degree of overlap) between tAe
job specification'and the content

*if htigh4;chool graduation exi4s, sqfk 6kinions of the teat\
.- content from relevant decision-makers'associations, etc.

iv. Make necessary revisions and/or additions to'the content

1

. Preparation of "domain- specilfications"

a."Org iz the ialidated objectives in a useful way, (for example, they
can e organized around broad content categories), and prepare
.domain specifications (or some,other type of deyice for alarifying ,

the scope of content'and format,to assess performance on the 1"

objectives). o

., , ..

b.);letermine which objectives can be Combined by giving special
attention to:

i: test format (objective vs. n8n-objectixr,e) .

ii. test enrronment (actual, or simulation) .

iii. personnel reqVirementg .%
iv. methods-of scoring
v. materials, neded and performanceeaids '17

40.
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. Review of domain specificattens

/

a. Identify reviewers and train them in their task

b. Apsens the clarity, completness (on the validatedobjeGtives
fvm step 2 being meastired),- choice of item format,'etc. of the
domain specification&

c..Revise-the domain specifiCationsbased on data from4.4(b)

Addl'iqonal tent planninig

' a. Assess the feasibility of including aiji of the dompin specifications
,in the test (consider the costs and Owe),

b. If some must be eliminated, consider th% ranking data collected at
.s.tep 2. Also, consider cbmbining several of the less important
validated objectives into one.

c. With multiple domain specifications, there.may be advantages, if
simulations are to'be knvolved, to connect them to one another

-
via a common thethe or situation.

d. State the "number of test items" to measure eoch domain specif,i-
,

cation

e. Determine the number of test ifem writers needed and plan.for
having them complete their Work.

. Preparation of the "test content" (Do " ' or:43")

a..Nong-objective format
i. collect performance aids/oBtain redources required by the (

domain specification
ii. give instructions to item writer& along with a copy of.the,

,t

domain'apecification ,/

iii. prepare test content, sttident and administrator directions,
aids, props, handouts, ana set+time limits (if necessary),

b. Objective format *
/

.

4i.-iive instructions to item wr#ers atid indicate the number
,

. 'of items to be written
ii. prepare. a draft set of test.items and -edit them

iii. prepare a draft set of directions for administrators and
. i

. . .

examinees .. . .

,g
Preparation q A scor1ni4 method (Do "a" or "b" again)

....--
A.

a. Non-objective forinat .0,- ,

i. choose-a scoringamethod from possibilitiesfspecified in
each 'domain specification * "'

.

. .c.
ii. prepare scorihg forms (usually both objective ands.non-

. . .

. objectiVe forms) for process, products, or both '.

in.-prepare detailed methods for using the scoring f ims and
training scorers .

i
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b. Objective format
i. dev4op scoring keys to reflect item format s

prepare methods for scoring items

8, rest.materials review

study items for rac al, ethnic, and sex bias: and provide sugges-(
a. Content specialists review test directions, content, and'scoring:

tions for revision ,
4 ,

.

b. Measurement specialists review the 'technical soundness of test
methods (item quality, validity of scorin'g, layOut, time liblits",
etc.) and provAe suggestionalor revision

c. Make necessary rlevisions based on 8(a) and-.(b)
....*-14)0/ ,

d..Try out the test materilAs on a sample of examinees similar in
characterstics to the groups for whom the test is intended

le. Make revisions based on 8(d) and asiegs test'score reliability

f. If revisions are extensive, repeat step 8(d)

9. . Compilation of the final forw.(or forms). of the test

a. Finalize.the test directions

b. Compile the final draft of test content (prepare "parallel-fous
if necessa

c. Finalize and state the scoring method ,

d. Provide for test security (this step is ndt always necessary)

e. Have reprventatives of minority groups study the items for bias

f. Design and carry ot* an equating.study (from one fofm to another).

g. prepare a practigce test for administ,ration prior to the test

10. -Determination of standard's-
4

a. Form aistandard-settinrcommittee,
b. Select a standard-setting method, train the committee in its use

and- implemeth it'

c. Assess the reliability of the derived standards across:6members of
the cgmmittee or acrOss "parallel" committees

d. Design and conduct a study o address the validity of decisions
resUlting Intim the use of the standardg

l. ,fteparation of report forms

a: PrepaKe an. informative reporting form to.contain all relevant
information an4which Is wrIxten in a style which will be
meaningful to .t1ui for whim the:raport'is intended

\

.

V.

a
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b. form a committee to review the material from I1(a) and to make
necessary revisions and extensions

.c. Finalize the r4ort forms

12. Preparation of.a.technical manual

a. Administer the tese to appropriate samples of examinees
-

b. Assess the reliability of descriptions and decisions of all
With judgmental-scoring-formats also-

necessary o check the inter-rater and inter-observer reliabiljity
1

of both the objective-type and subjective-type scoring.criteria
-

c. Assesa-the construct validity of descriptions-and decisions of

all reported score6

d. Compile.norms.tables (if desired)

e. Reassess the eut-loff scores, related resulte.(percent masters
afid non-masters), and their implications and make modifications

13. Publication of the test , i

.....,._ / 40"'

a. Finalize item layout and format
% .

c

b. Print the test, technical'manual, along with report forms'and an
interpretatioh guide V

.

_
, 4- .

c. Allow for differenp cut-off scores in the-reporting of results

14. Collection of technical data (over Mlle)

a.'Plan to collect item statistics and test-adore reliability,
validity, and norms information periodically

3,
v
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The resulté of this step should be written up and used as a-guide

by those who will actually construct the test.

2. Ideqtification of yossible Content for Inclusion in a Test

The outdomeir thin 'step is a curricului or job relevant test blue-:

print. The precision of the bluepant should be tempered by the importance
_

attached tb.the test scores. If a test is to be used to make important

decisions such its certifying Pilots or doctors', or granting high school diplomas,

meticulous care should be taken in determining test content. Carefully chosen

. individuals, or groups who have an interest in the test, who may be influenced

by them, or who have conent expertise should be represented in the

process. If a test is to be used to mbnitor classroom progress, then

somewhat legs efEort should be expended here unless the curriculum till

,be put in place across, a large number- of schools,

First, a committee should be .forMed to carry out the required

work. For classroom tests this committee might-include the teacher, but

also perhaps other-teachers and/or parents as well. -For large,scale

assessment,.individuals,with an interest in the test 'should be involve4
This might include teachem, parents, administrators, community leaders,

etc. For certification or licensure tests the committee would include

representatives from professional organizations and the government.

The next task is to prepare an extensive list of possible content.

'This list Can be'quite long--even,hundreds of objectives.. ail-

storming is a good technique for .generay.ng a list becaus no evaluation

of the desirability of including any particular kilowledge or skill is

to take place at this stage. After braingtorming (or during it) the .

lisk should be extended..-For classroom tests the list can be built

11



't from the present' curriculum. Lists for lare,e scale,assessment projects

should be 'drawn from availabil cdrricula and textbooks but ideas should t

also be solicited from all those who may have an interest in the test,

i.e., parents, citizens, 'educators, school board(s), the huSiness dow-

munity, union members, scholars and everi students llould be gurveyed
1

foc additional test-content ideas. For occupational/licensure.tests an

exhaustive job list should be 4rAwn from textbooks, curricula, trainers
,A

(teachers), practitioners, observational studies, and job analysis studies.

The elements.which have been identictied for- possible inclubion in

the test should be put-into "descriptive o4ective!" forms A descriptive..

objectiVe is used so that other,people have a slearer picture of what is

on.the list, i,e., what the/objectives mean. A descriptive objective hag'

.two components.; (1) the behavior of interest,.and.(2) a partial list'
. , ..

. ..-
, .

-.

of the component skills of the beh vior of interest. Two examples of
,

-

de!.cripiive ohlectiveri are given bel'qw:

.

k. /Descriptive Objectiwe Ut4ize the resources of a library

.Component Skills. ...

: Use a card catalcvie

Use a reader's'guide
#

4rUse:the reference section-

pescriptive Objective -- 'Maintain faMily finances

.component Skills A'

Balance-cklecking account,'.

loCreate a realistic bAget
'V

). ,
es ,

:Even-be,tter, althoukh it may be too time consuming'ifthe 'testing project.
.

., .,. ,

.rs # small one, isthe,,preparation of an "occupatiOnal analysie (i.e.,
i

,

/-*

S't

--r.

13.
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the specificatibn of responsibillties, tasks, vd corresponding kiaow-
.

.- ledge and skills which define an-ccupation). Au example far the.

411 occupation "test developer" is presented in -Figure 2.
.

.
.

-4

**.,,
.

.

)1,

. ,

- \

\

*a

. . After the possible content has been extensively listed, the next

step is to select the'content which is appropTiate for inclusion in the

test,blueprint. If the test ts for use in a single cfassroom, the

,Nteacherpay be,the sole decision maker ,but, other- teachers may help out.
.

Depending upon the importancattached to the test parepts and/ox
,

,

students might be of assistance as well. If the-test is for an entife

grade.then ali4nterested teachers should be- involved in the process.

`.

At a meeting to discuss the test blueprint, decisions may be reached

via some form of consensus (or close to it) or a grOup process, such .as

the Delphi technique. 'A questioneaire could be used particularly if
-.

parents are invOlvedi-b t if the number of participants is small_thire

procedure may beunwarranted.. A, If the test I's for a.large scale asses's-
.

ment p;;OIct therva survey of:the school and community should be undert,aken.

The communilty could be.definethas broadly as the test is important; suffice
-

. -

it to say Olat.intefested cititenry and those people on whom the test

1
;1 has-an.effect should.be included in the proces's. .The survey shoUld in-

volve a questionnaire which should be a listing of the eiktire 4 of
,- - .

. desc1000kve objectilks. The respondents shoUld be asked to Aetermine
.

.

.the critcality of.eaoh behavior on some form f relative`impOrtance

N
e

V.

t

A
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Figure 2. ;Example of an Occupational Analysis

(Career Area)
Education.

(Job)

Test Developer

(ReSponsibilities)

Exatuples

1. Constructing knowledge tests
2. Constructing skills tests
3. 'Conducting technical-analysis

Of test scores
4. Selecting instruments
5. Conducting test-development

workshops.,.

(Job) ;

Building Prinap al.

N (Responsibilities)

Examples

1. Preparing building budgets
2. scheduling rdsource.uses,
3. Maintaining student

discipline

(Tasks) .

Examples

1. Preparing test specifications
2. Writing test items.
3. Editing test items
4. Piloting.teSt items
5. Assembling tests

.,

tir

.(Job).

School Teacher

(Responsibilities)

Examples

1. Maintaining Class records
2. ,Providing instructioa
3. Communicating with pdientg.
4. Supervise extra-curricular

activities

.

,,
(Knowledge -and Skills)

Examples

2.-1(.1 Defines item formats (M-C, T-F,,etc.)
2.-.-1(-2 Lists the characteristics of fcmell-,

written multiple-choice test item
2.-S.1 Able to write multiple-choice test

items matched tO)objectives

_

Vo
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scale.. When a test is for use -kn certifying occupational personnel or

', ...%

licensirm,professionals a similarprocedure (i.4e., the,surVey question-
.

4,

naire listing objectives wiiich asks resporftents to judge their relative

. s i .

importance) to that of
....*

large sealc assessment shotip be used. In this

case the respondents should primafily be practitioners, but an astute

. test devel,opet may also want to in:elude trainers aud\onsumers In the'

survey populatie. A less desirable'procedure in,fact., a less

acceptable method in terps of jud,icial s6utiny) is onehere trainer&
- / '

I

meet to discuss the me1,1ts of one...objective over another. 4

Al

. Iii

.The .final steltin dev,eloping,a test blueprint ,is to Yalidate the

selectiOn of the content. At the classroom level:the teacher ( f
4

teachers) maywant to have oehigkr colleagues, pents and/or administra(tors'
4

inspect the tentitive blueprint-and mcike suggestions for improvement or.

give their "stamp of approval"Ao the test outline. If there are very
4

.many of these suggestions for 01 iove6eriWithe blueprint.should go back

to those who made it to begin wit
.

If, when deveiiping a classrgom

level test, the content "validator the. same as the coneent4

'determiners" a.procedure which is not a particularly good one) then
;

it is suggested that the:determining and validating pro cedures be done

at'least a.few days'apa,rt-from one another. For large §cale ass4sment

or certification .and licensure tests it Right appear that the use of pn
, !

.
extengive sur4eY to, dètermIne test content automaticitkly produces a vali:d.

.

test blueprint.'-Th4 i not the case... The results (including relaqve
,

ranking) of the shrifrey.should be compiled mt9 logical (or meaningful) ,

categories and revkewed. 'Large'scale assegsment projects should seek

t*

I
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opinions concErning the compicehensiveness, representativenes and. .

relevance of-the tentatively selected objectives Irom teaehers, par,ents,

administ&itors, scholars and communilty leaders. Tentativetbluepri!.nts

which are to be used in teats for high school grduation should be
. -

exargined by representatives associated with thosegroups in society

0

which,are effected by the test. Tentative blqeprints for certification

or-licensure-teats shopld be-reviewed by "141w1edgea1ile_Leachers and

practitioners. Also,,careful attentionvilhould be paid to existing job
/

descripaons to assure that there is 1 reasonable line up between the

A -1..

-

, .

.

test blueprint and the occupationecessary revisions or addirtol.

itke test blueprint should be made arsed on the iesults of the final

, reviews of the blueprint. In 441 cases, the committee which is ill

chAtge'of the testing projecy should monitor (and, likely; be involvad)

in all phases of .develOping the'test blueprint.
;;I:

4h\-'

3. Vreparation o omain Specifications"

The outge of this step.is a_set of domain'specificapions (see

P

Popham,-1979/ Ihe procedure is-exhAustive with respect to each validated

"

.

pbjective;!1tis imporiant to note that o question like, "Is it fe-asible f:

-to test thiSr or- "Is this domain -specification necessary?" Should.be

asked untll step five. .This step requires expansion of the descrtptive
;.

.
.

objectiveSlinto domain specifications.

. '//:/

. Eachlvalidated objective 'Must t:e included in at least one domain .ri.
.-.-
..

it i .

.
4 ..

.'specificatiiOn. Nalidat-ed objectives'may appear-in more than one ciom4
, "4.:.

.

spegAlfie"opion.

.4
an&cons4quently-can inClude more material.

this ftey.occur as-domain specifications become broad.0

Also,'a validated ohj#ctive

4
may hayeboth. 'a knowledge cpmponeht-(which lends itself to paper and-

:4.
.. L-:

/
, i' /.,

/ ',i, ..
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pencil maaeurement) and'a skillr-tomponevt (which lends itself to/per-

lormance based measurement). In addition to the stahdards applied in

4 the writing of domain specifications/(for methods and examples, see
#

,
Popham [1978] and Hambleton-& Eignor [1979a]) there are some other \

.

, .

.'elements which need to be considered. , _Domain specifications should be 4

/---.
1

: .

/ 411ritten for both objective yiaper and pencil) and nOn-objeciive (per-
. . .

,..... 4. _

flirmance based) items. 1-, the domain specification -is 4, performaftce
, r / %

L 4
,

'-"baaJtesting then the environment for testings, perso11ineI requirements, A
4

4.5

pogsW.e,scoring echni4ues, and materials and performance aids whichT,

are needecCtor ehe toot should be considered and ificluded in the speci-
1

'NO examples are offered in Appendix 40 The first is'for

' - performance in a'"closed domain," I.e., the examinee has relatively

limited pgrameters for acceptable performance. Othei examples of closed
Si

. .

performance are "filling ou4 an income tax form," "Jilling-out a job '

A
application, . making a hospital bed" or It replacing a-carburetor.

The second one is for performance in an "open domain " i.e., the examinee

1
. ,

. . . ,

has a relative freedomLin choosing a
/

method of acteptable performance.
. .

DomaInspecifications in this area iire-loore difficult to_score but

"these difficulties are manaieable. Other exa es%of open performance

Are "leading a group," "handling office work. flow,:' "bedside manner,",-
/

"Iwr ting a newspaper articae,".etc. It is podsible to construct.do ain

apecifications in this area and-these important areas of hum eavor.

need noi be ignoree.

Appendix B is a Short introduction to the types Of

test formats. This shoufd prdve tq be an interesting sectron to those

who:are inWested in going beyond standard paper and iWncil obAective.

- test formats. 18 j.,

'We note here however that the 'scoring sections of the domain
specifications rcquire mOré ,work. 4 I\ V

'4
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. 4. Review of Domain Specifications

The pisoduct of this step is a set of domain specifications of

..accept'able quality. .The domain specifications which were constructed

,in Step 3'are reviewed for clarity-and completeness. Also, the sample

,test items ard rAiewed to determine their appropriateness as indica-
.

. 1

: tors of the-colitint Or behaviors defined by.the domain spetifications.

Finally, the domain.specifications are compared to the test blreprint

in order to be certaAm that the validated objectives are adequately

111covered.

1

. 1

1 5. Additional Tfst Planning -1
.

.
'The outcome of this 'step is a reduced set of domain specifications

t

which will befilsed.to prepare the test. Three concern4-Ishould be

I

1

t.

sr.

4

addregf4d: (1) determine which Aain specificatiogs have the most

: scoKwithln:practical limits; (2) determine which domain 60eCifications
.

ean.be combined .into a common thread (ot scenario) in order to'integrate

the test and increase fidelity and representativeness; and (3) the number .

andotype of ttems. As thege thrbe points are considered it is important

to.keep in mind () the purpose of the.test and resources 'available for

411k..
4 ,

. tes4ng derived iti Step 1.,,and (b) ale validated.list of objectives -
\

derived in tep 2..'

: .

1 -t,
,.

.. l,

A .
- ' In order .to make these decisions the class-room teacher cati decide

rn .

solely or. in:conplctiion With otheo who are intereated in:ithe use of
- ,

the t44C- .Larke-scale assessment endeavors an4 occupational/Profess-tonal
.

testing Vrograms must rely on. a groupprocess to make these decisiona.

The groups shouWinclude (again) :all interested parties and afmost-
#.6- .

_,

t
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licertainly,will include the committee overseeing the test development

process. Decisions concerning the number of iliemS tb be used in each

domain and in the test should be carefully-Considered in light of the '

\above concerns but also in order to appropriately maximize the validity

of decisions arising from the use of the'test.

. Preparation of the "Test Content"'

The outcome of this step is a set of test'items drawn from the

et

approved domain specifications. This step is split into two branches:

7

ollw (1) non-objective format--for performance-based4tems *signed to tap

examinee skill, and (2) objective format--for paper and `penal items f)

' designed to.tap examinee knowledge-- Only the first brancA will be

consideied here; the secon44s well known.

The .first thing to do is to Make sure that theresources which.
-0

are needed for the test situations\are available. Nekt, instructions

should be given to item writers. The instriActions consist pr'j.marily

of the doMain specifications.but when constructing a_situation the item.. ,

. writers will have-to tend.to other details. In addition to writing
/

-directions and, items for the examiner and examinee, other standa/rdizing.-

/ _..

aspects should bejarticulatAd, e.g. physical .conditions, peri141
. . *. .% (,

requirements, number of examinees to be, tested.SiMultanebueiy, speCIfy
.7'

.

',.
.

. .r

needed equipment(and its condition).=-for both-examinee ail4examiner, etc..

Directions for the test administrator probably should:. .

. .1. Spdcify testing materials and recommend they be.checked.before

-
, ,

' 4

1 \
1..testing.begins. .

*
.

, I ,

41
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glA

A

A 2. Describe clearly what an administrator,4ould do- and say.

Occasionally, it is helpful if dire'ctions also mention

what-test administrators should not say and do.

3., ProAride an overview of thp testing process.

4. 'Describe ways for the test administrator to introduee the test

and puttthe examiriee at ease.

5. Stress the importance of having prior training. (or atleast

.practice) in administering the test. 1

Directions for the examinee probably should:
4(

1. Address the purpose of testing and why an examinee should perform

.

to the- best of-his/her ability:
-4-4'

2. Explain each, step in the testing process_

3, hddress time limits.

4. Explain.the scoilng syst2m.

. 5. Introduce performance (ok, job) aido.

. . .

6. Explain the test environment andithe amount of realism

..
.:

yhich is eltpected.
... ..,,,

.../ %., ,

In composing test items, item writers. shOuld.adtere rapler strictly
. .

I
. .

.

tO the domain speciEicattions-at-hand atid -strive to set Tp situatioris that
..: .

.. .

...,,,

are as real-rli,-ffIceas possible within th'e aforemengoned.constraints
,

.
, .

g

fthe tèsting ptogram.-. \

1

. )

- y
, ty

4

Or

4.

,
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7. Preparation of a ScorinvMethod

The outcome of this step is.a. method for scorinz the test. Again,

we will noteaddress the procedure one shoull use in scoring objective

tests but rather we will focus on the-scoring of non-objective tests.
f,

:Scoring .ofiTnoh-objective tests can take a variety of forms. Some to.

'

example formats for vb.-Ing tests are presented in Appendix C.

this stage the item writer should choose from the scoring'

pgssibilities articulated in ate domain specification. Central to this
.

decision should bewhat scoring', scheme vill-yield the most,valid ihfor-

_ .

,mation within the constraintg of practidaLity, When Weveloping a simu-

latioll the item writer may suggest the degree of..precision required

)

4r-sat1sfactory performance (this sho'14d notbe confused with standard
Air

setting alich is addrAsed in Step 10),'

. 86 Test MaterIals Review
4.

-

The-result of this step is I group of items-.Which are ready to

compiled into the test,) For clasroom tests this 'step need, not be.elaborate
1 . 4

but it Obuld be thorough..',All test items shbuld be scrug.nizqd to
Ir

--determine tt .they, do in fadt measure the-domain specifications'of-

*
intWrest and that,they do not include any technical flwas. For-1arge-6

...scale assessment and occupational/professionallexaminations, this step

should be Cileated in its entlrety. The'items which haVe beet writt n
L

.

-
4

,
'and their attendant scoring'procedures should be reviewed by conVent

,

i

spepialsts for.content acceptability,and sebring appropriateness and by

d
measurement specialists for technical acceptability and scoring2appg.

c
priateness. ibossib1i7Ta1!tis for reviewing test items and scoring

:1, .- ; , ? : *t.

. !
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A
4

4 .

non-j'ective test items are presented, in.Appendix D. Based on the

rest4ts ofthese reviews, items should b left intact-(if accepte0,

disctirded (if hopeless), or rev d (i4 possible). The revised items
-

%Aould qiiirik be subject d.to review tigain.

.1

. .

,

tIxe,_ the it'ems.shetild be subjected to a p.ilot test. Careful

atten4on sbould be paid ',to .all aspects of the tvsting situation. Areas

which should'be addresseli. in the Thot are item statistics (see Popham,'

1
1978; liaml;Teton.eil., 1978), clatity of dirsctiOns, realability.of

,
.

.

th testitems -speededness, itemItias p%. . . ,, etc. ReVlewers should also ceck
.

. ., .- .

..
, N

... .

-I .

' to. niske sure Oat tne non-objective .scoring procedures are atiiculated
. .

,
. ,

, ..

Welil and.are morking-properly (i.e., leading to reliable and valid scores).
P .

. 1

'Also, the scor.ing chOice (from Step7) should be reconsidered, On the
(. ;.

. -

-lhasis.of-the pilot.test. items should again be eiaber left intaCt, dis-

carded or revised.

. )aoiompilation:of the-Final Form (or Forms) of the Test"'"!
st

The outcome of this 14ep.. is the test in its finaleform. This entails

fixial editing of thetest, directions, compiling the items into the test and

Carefully delideating performance aids. In addition, smile final decisions,

have to be made about the ways in which the test will be scored. In the

caLe.of objective tests this procedure is usually rathAr straightforward

(although discussions about the relative weighting of rrue-false and

multiple-choite items often produCe lively debates)_. .Decisions about non-
,

,

objective scoring procedures are difficult ana important. A committee

Consisting of both content 'and measurement specialists should meet to

a
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determine which scoring procedures are most relevant to the task yet ai-o

'poychometrically sound. These discussions can beat take place in light

of the pilot test results. Once the decisions are finalized,directions

for scoring-and the finalized scoring forms can be compiled into the test.

1

It may be necessary to consider providing for test security. De-
_

pending upon the sttuation in which the test may be used this may of may

not be necessary.

If.there are parallel forms it will py9bably,be necessary to design

and implement an equating stlidy.

10. Determination of Standards
1

The matter of standard-aetting is a difficult one to deal with.

It is clear that all stan4ard-setting methOds are judgmental and arbi-
,

trary; However, as Popham (1,918) correctly pointed out, arbitrary_

standar.As are not bad'or undesirable if by arbitrary it:is meant that' a

clearly detteIoped plsn.for standard-setting was prepared,.critiqued, andAtiple-
r

vented. Readers are referred to Hambleton and Eignor (1979a, 1979bY

for two reviews of the standard-setting literature and,other references

are provided here as well.

11. Preparation of Report Forms

The outcome of this step,js a reporting system which meets the

needs of those with an interest in the test. A representative committee

might meet to-determine the form and.centent of the reports, but this is

not.absolutel)T necessary. -ItAs possible`to elicit the. desirea of the
.

various groups )01.seParate.meetings, intervie/s orAuestionnaires. After

v
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an initial draft is made the report form should be reviewei by the com-

mittee. Alit would be most helpful if sample information wete provided

in- the form. After revision the form_should be finalized and made ready

Itforlpublic tion. It is-unlikely that the committee would have to- review

the revisiOns.

This step has had a histofly of neglect. When All is saiCand done

any test is not worth any more than the infOrmation derivediand conveyed ,

from it. Careful, even meticulous, attention to.this step can have-big

pay-offs in terms of the usefulness of the test. The reader is referred

to Mills an& Hambleton (1980) for a thotongh arid informative presentation(

of how_to report test scores.

12. Preparation of a,Tech)lical Manpal

-The well-known APA/AERA/NdME Standards for Educational and

Psychological Tests published bythe American Psychologioal Association
. .

in 1974 pttovides a comflete set oi\guidelines for preparing technical

manuals; It suffices to say here that a good test manual should fully

describe the test development and norming proces,,-test. administration

/
directions, and reliability and validity in ormation in relation to

each of the possible uses,of scores derived from the test.

rer

0.0

Pt
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13. Publication Cit the Test
? z -

The outcome of this step is the'finalized version of the test,
1

administratora manual, technical manual, report forms, and performance

aids (if.appropriate). 'While this may seem to'be a.rather,strsight74

.forward step he interestea reader should see Thorndike's ,(1971)

article. on this,issue.
-4

If the test is for wide-scale use we suggest that the usefulness
g ,

of, various cut-off scores be repoited in the finaf version. This may,

greatly enhance the usefulness of the tent Tor ditferentiocales.'

14.. Collection of Technical Data (Over Time)

Regardless,of the Strengths of a-testing program:in a particular.
.410.

situation at a given point in tithe, curricula change, and so do expects-

tions for high sChool graduation, for entry-level into a professiori,job

characteristics, and the types of people who 'are in programs, etc. This:

means that the psychometric properties of tests will not remain.static.

4
Periodic reassessment of test score reliability and validity is essential.

And, to"paraphrase Bob Linn, norms unlike.wine do not improve with age

and so norms tables must be updated pgriodi&ally.

/
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Conclimigns and Suggestions for ft.search

In this paper a comprehensive model fbr building and validating

criterion-referenced tests was introduced.- The model is not in final

form at this time..but we do feel it can he helpful to test developers

in sequencing their activities. We feel equally positive about our

support for the use of non-objective formats..-, Considerable retiearch and

-development work has been done in industry and,. the-military=with

k,formats. Similar work should'be done in education. The formats have

t

Much to offer in the way of enhancing the validity of test scores and

°related decisions.

4/ Additional researditshould take several directions. First, there

is-cOnsiderable need to substantiate te test development and validation 0

modtl.. This might be constructively d ne by having test-develoPers

4 (1) check:sthe modei for completeness and clarit and (2) match it to

!

the way O/which they go abOut their work (or would if thex.could choose

an approaqh). Gaps.and ambiguities in the model can be identified and .

.
. .

_

. .

used as a ilisis for making model revAsions. Second, there is a need to

!go beyond the model and provide detailed metidds and procedures for

- , .

carrying outAmich of the fourteen steps. Vithout methods and procedures
q

.there is not an effective.way for Applying the model.. Finally, More

examples of domain specificationa in many content areas,like the two in.

Appendix,B, Are needed..

. Hopefully, some.of the ideas Ad m4terial presented in this paper

.

- ...

will enCourage others to extend and improve upon our work. We hope
. .

..., . . - .

so lieCaugemuch. work remains to be. done ankthe potential for improving

.

,

. -.'..

the .usefulp ss of etiterionaferenced tests is-substantial. .

:.. .

i

4
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Stipple Domain SOcifi&tions

(1)".144ting Checks &'SpeCified Amounts
ei. -

(2) Utilizing the Resources o0f a Library

1

eb

Or
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Objettive

Student is able to write checks for specified amounts and to recor

and balance the.transactions on check registers.

Level

Senipr High School

Sample Directions for Performance

You have a new checking account.at a bank. The checks and register

have just arrived in the mail. With the checks it is nOw possible to pay

a few bills which require payment. The checking account,was opened with

a deposit of $525.90. The bills to be paieaee:

4

7

(I) Bank. Plastics, Inc. $75.40

(2) Martha's Gas Co. $12.30

(3) Mortimer J. Snerd $275,00

(4) Undermoutin Utilities $27. 53

. PS

fou should pay these biils by writing chetks) mad recording and

balanting each. transtiction inthe check register. The checks need not
, e

be mailed; just give them to the proctor along with the re'gister. when

you are finished.

You.have fikteen Minutes to complete the task.

Content/Behavior omain4 r
1.The examlne9 will e.ked to writè ,44 .lea45itthree aad hot more

than five'cluacks.
5.



2. °The beginning balance will be

and $999.99,

-A2-

given as an amount

1

3. The checking be "new ".i.e.,

already on.the registot.

4. The examinee will give the completed checks

proctor when finished.

between $100.00

be no checks

and the register to the

_
There is.no restriction on the subtraction problems involved, i.e.,

I.

the ,examinee. will be expected fo borrow (as a subtraction procedure),

subtract cents and dollars,

belongs.

and keep the decimal point where it

6. he checks would be written to

7. The examinee will'not be asked

fictitious companies or indOlduals.

to overdraw,on the account.

Performance Aids -and E)vironment

1. The examinee-will htt.given a check register form wi0h no previous

entries.

'44

2. The examinee will be given double the amount of blank checks which

are needed to pay the bills. (Thilis c! *case certain checks mpse

be vOided.) !

3. A pen is necessary.-

-4

4. The checks should.be authentic:checks.
!

p,
5. The checks should be seriated,- (pre-numbered).

a

6. Check registerS:which uSe stubs slhould not be used.

7. the environment should be a quiet', unhurried

8.. The workspace- shou/d be adequate..!

9. Calculators are not-alk d..1,...

10.. A blank piece, of paperils

4.1

one.
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Scoring

-A3-

Objective Crifteria

4h

A recommended scoring key for the performance task \follows:
\

(a) Accuracy

The check

1. Correct date. S

2. Name of payee in the proper space.
4

3. Numerical amount in the proper space.

4. Numerical amount is the correct amoult.-

5. Numerical amount written correctly in numbers.
i.e., 51.27.

O. Numerical amounAritten correctly in.words.
r'

7. Signature iu proper place.

8. Proper name.signed to check. (Middle name
may be deleted or abbreviated.)

A

9. Reason for check nOted n "memo" section. .(optional)
a

The resister

10. Transaction enterecLon cegister

a. check number

b. date 1

ptyable t9

d. correct atount

e. amount in:correct column

t

, .

i. ampunt cortect4. deducted .4..lam prior balance
.1'

.
,

,

,

1 ,

(B) Time

1. Task completed\inalOtied, time.. .

2. If less than.alotted timetotal elapsed time.,
..

Yes No

Alt

/ .3

a

miduiesy

ar,



Subjective Criteria

(A) Rating scales place'a V" in the appropriate column)

1. Handwriting is legible.

2. Numbers are' clear.

3. Signature is executed in a consistent manner.

. Unacceptable Acceptable

S.

.4. Register is kept orderly. "44

5.,Registeriis legible.

A student is identified 'as a "master" of this skill if his/her performance

on the Objective Criteria is 100% (excluding 119) and 100% of the subjective

ratings are in the "acceptable" category.

* 4

6

34



Objective

3"

The student is able to ulr the resources'of a library _r_o, gathrer

material for prepaKing reports on selected topics.
,.

A

Level

-Senior High School

1

Sample Student Directions

You have been assigned the topic of 1Whale8 and Their Struggle

for-Survival.". .To complete the assignment you must find source material

in the library in order to write about the topic. The details of your

task are as follows:

You have two (2) hours to gather material.

You-have the entite library at your disposal.

You should select the material you need and Check it out

according to library procedures. No more than eight (8)

gl items maybe checked out.

Reference books may not be checked out so if you want to

get information °fiom them, then you muge take notes-and
t I

bring the nOtes out (if the library.

_You*.are not allaied to photocopy material,

You may not askthe ibrarian questions during the assignment.
. .

.

.You.will,be observed during this task and may.be asked questions by

. the observer.concerning your activities. .At the end of two hours
.

you will be-asked to ,Ao.two things:

Give your .notes amok the material you hive checked out to the _



A
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4,-Write a brief explanation of why you chose the partiCtlar

materials that you did.

Content/Behaviot Domain

1. The examinee will be assigned a topic that is of general interest

and for which there is material available fn books, journals; news-

----papers, and reference books. -Examples of topics are 'Whales and--

A'beir Struggle for Survival." ."The Design and Safety Features

Modern Airplanes,' "The Career of'Henry Aaron," and "History of th

Olympics."

2. The examinee must fiave.borrowing privileges so that material can

A

,.be checked out and evaluated.
xe

3.';After checking out the material (at the end of tiwo hours), the

observer will ask the examinee to write a brief rationale forfthe 1

selection of each piece of material. Preparing.rationale statements
, .

should require an additional ten to twenty minutes.

4. The examinee.will be allowed to use the entire library td locate

material.

5. The examinee will be told:

that note-taking is acceptable,.

to locate material for ulle in writing a report on the assighed topic,

of the presence oft observer,

that qgestions will be asked concerning their activities.

6. The observer will collect the notes and the material which were checked

ut at the end of.the two hours.
Ilt

36 w-



Performance Aids and Environment

Alit 1. A librari, of suitable size is to be used. School librarie's with more

than 10,000 volumes would normally be acceptable.

2. The li 1( Ary should havelubstantial information on the selected topic.

("SIstantial" means that there is enough material in the library so

that 'Someone who possessed.the skill ..could collect enough material

-to -prepare the-desired- report .

3. The exAminee must htive (at least temporary) borrowing privileges.

The material which has been Checked out may be returned within a
p.

half hour after the test in order to allow the next group of

examinees;access to the same material.

4. The examinee should have a notebook and pencil or pen.

5. The observer should ke pfil unobtrusive as possible but may interrupt

fc4 br7ief periods in order to assess exaMinee performance.

Scorins (Several possibilities are._siven)

Objective criteria

(A) Time (expressed in mintltes)

1. Time used (start to finish)

Amount of time used in locating material.

- Amount of time used taking no es.
6.1(

Amount of time off task, e.g., room,

talking to friends. etc.



,

(B) Accuracy

1. Locates material from classification numbers in the card

catalogue. (number).

citations

"finds"

=4, N/A (checked out,imissing, etc.)

-4 citations Checked out

(.

2. Goes to correct place Of items. (check one)

directly _one two > two gives
error errors errors., up

(C) Accomplishments (number)

items checked wout of the library

pages of notes taken

citations (or-at Iast classification
numbers) written down

o-items rused ( use11).but not checked out

.(b) Effort

4

1. Number of.s:eStaken [as measured by a pedometer]

(A) Self-Rating Scales .

1. Easeof the task

Subjectivb Criteria

4

r I

2. Suitability of selected material

I.
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0) Observer Rating Scaler; -

Rate the candidatcl (by placing-a "I" at the appropriate spot) on

each scale.

1. Rationale statements ?Or materials..

1

totally
unacceptable

2. Relevancy of the materials.

,

totally
Arreltvant

4

3. Diversity of materials.

low

LI st.

highly
acceptable

highly
relevant

1 1

high

3,9.
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Types of Non-Objective Tests

The purpose of this section is to describe several non-objective

est formats. We will not attempt an exhaustive cate'gorization process
... _.

but we will provide a framework, gome common terminology and descriptions.

f' Frederiksen (1965) lists seven methods of obtaining measures

for use in assessing examinee performance:
ge,

1. Solicit opinionslThis cap-b6-accomplished formally-or informally.'
Examinees (or'individuals who know them) can be asked to provide
ratings of performance.

2. Administerattitude scales--When, the content of.the scale is
relevant to the behaviors of interest,.the twoimeasures should-
be (at least) moderately related.

3. Measure knowledge--This can be done via the development of a
.paper-and-pencil test. It is not usually sound to assume that
oknowlodge of facts and principles is closely related -to skill .

in performing a tank. / .

4. Elicit related behavior7An example of this would be to have a
Atudenteditor,rewrite writing, samples as a test of English
composition ability.

49"
5. Elicit "what I would do" behaviorA Common problem with this

approach is that real-life prOblems generally.don't present
themselves in a multiple-choice format, or,-at least one which

-
is presented with insufficient information:

.

6. Elicit lifelike behavior--This Involves using a.simulation or
at least a situation that is set-up by the; test developer.

Obeeilve real-life behayior--This is impossible to standardize.
'Often real-life behavior is used-as.a cr rion for examinee

.

.success/unsuccess sUpervisor rat ). Caution is -

warranted due to the fact that\many inte ening and uncontrol-
lable VariableS-may enter-into the situation.

.
Objective tegt forTats are commonly used to Assess knowledge (method 3)

1

whereas riOnobjective test formats can be used to ass'ess skills (methods.

4 ,and 6). ,
' .

0

,

a
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Panitz and Olivo (1971) and-fitzpatrick and Morrison (1971), among

others,supply a scheme fof categorizing tests using non-objective formats.

Tablie B.1 provides information for comparing four types of tests: recog-
,

nitiou tests,,simulation tests, work-sample tests, and project/products
,

tests.. What follows is a brief description of.each:

1. Recognition Tests--This is sometimes.callekan "identification
test" and measures the examinee's skill in itcognizing the
essential eharacteristics.of a process or product by naming the
-object, describing the operation, altalor delineating the func-
tion. For example, a telephone repair person could be presented .

wlth a.pictnre of a telephone set-np and be asked i4 the system
was set up correctly. A diesel mechanic could be &Wed to
identi6 the parts'of an engine and their function and could
even be asked.to do it in a pre-specified-order. We Can include

c- in this category certain problem-solving tests. For example, a
.licenSure test for medicine could preaent the examinee with a
medical higtory and the results of certain diagnostic tests.
The ekaminee pay be asked to interpret the findings and, present
ppsaible treatment or recommend further testing.

Identification tests can be given orally, in wriang or even by
computer. Careful attention should. be given to sampling a.variefy
of repressentative tasks from the test blUeprint. The scoring of
these tests\should be objective and should clearly differentiate
mastery/non-mastery proficiency. These tests have the advantage
Of being resonably easy to construct, administer and score, but
do noe readily measure Frederiksen's category number six: elicit
lifelike behavior.

2. , .Simulation Tests--In simulation tests an examinee carries out
realistic- tasks in a setting which simulates a real situation.
Role-playing is often an essential'Ingredient of a simulation.
For example, -a "psychologist" (examinee) may be askedito treat
a "client." A managerial trainee'is confronted with an "in-.

. basket" on his/her desk and be asked to respond to a variety-of
plausible problems. Computer, or other, "games" which present
interactive problems to "generals," "economists," "managers,"
etc., can.be grouped withinthiscategory of testing. Simulations,-
are often used when the situation is too large (e.g., economics)
or amorphous -(e.g., management) to lend themselves to be. readily .

-measured.' An even more compellinguse of simulations Occurs
when the jOb.presents a health or safety hazard.. Airline pilot
training makes.extensive,use of simulations as 4pes the training'

-of astronauts.% The health professions are Increasingly-utilizing
simulations of clinical conditions. Programs which train people
in dangerous professions,'e.g., ship's captain, workers who deal
with high voltage electricity, etc., frequentil utilize simulations.
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Table B.l Types of Tests

. .
.

,

.

Characterist,ic
.

.

Recoguition
Tests

Simulation
Tests

S

.Work-Sampley.;
2,.

-.,Tests
.-

.

Project/Prot:1:a
' Tests

Useful Situations for
1

Application

.

,..

.

.

.

.

I. large groups of
examinees

2. economy is ,

important

.

...

1. 'where the situa-
tion is too large
and amorphous to
have "real"
situetion

. factors under con-
sideration must
be limited

: where health or
iirlafety is a

factor

1. when on-the-job
observation is.,
possible ,

. where the work iin)
question cancbef
accurately ob-
served

3. primarily used with
skilled or semt-

..

skillad workers

_

1. where process is
not Oportant

2. where a variety

I- of processes
are acceptable

N

3. when test de, vel=

woment and ad-

, ministration
costs arc

, limited

.

Examples

.
.

.

.

.

.

r

10
1. identify parts

of a diagram
2. point to speci-

fled Nmponents
3. i6ntify func-

tions Of various
,

.
components-

1. role praying
. games (computer

6, otherwise)

t in-basket
4.. secretarial tests

.

1. troubleshoot and
repair

2. production out-
put, e.g.,
machinist,
secretary

---------
1. artistic pro- !

jects
2. sports contests
3, science fairs

\

.

_

Validity for
Determninig ,

Proficiency.

.

.

.

1. low for skills
2. high for know-

\4edge .

.(4.- o'---

. moderate/high
for skills

. moderate/lowfor
knowledge

.

. high for skills

. moderate for
ktioWledge -

.

.
.

.

.

.1: moderate/high
for skills

2. moderate for

.

knowledge

Response Modes

.

.

.

,.

1. paper and pencil
r., -multiple choice

-fill in blank
2. milk
3. cbmputr'inter-

action

. paper and pencil
2. computer inter-

.action
3. oral

° . manipulative
.

'varies; depends on
actual job.re-

,

quirements
. -.0

' .

. .

.

varied; the only
response is the

roduct .

,

43
.-\
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ei

Characteristic

-kccognition---
' 'icstg

Scoring Modes

'Table B.1 Types of Tests

1, objective

Process/Product
Evaluation

,-..
does not apply

Costs

11 -Simu1ation....;..

Tests 1.,
Mox.k7Sampl__

Tests

. objective? e.g., 1.

did,/did not do

2. subjective, e.g.,
observerratings 2.

objective, e.g.,
output, waste,
accuracy, etc.

subjective, e.g.,
,rating scales,
.ranking, etc.

process and/or

relatively infamc--
NIVpensive to

develop, admin-
istpr and score

Fidelity

Useful as
Instructional Device

Comments

product

process and,.
produt,.

vto

_ProjectqTroduct
Tests

1. objective, e.g.,
meaSure toler-
ances, product
works/4 does not

work, amount
completed, etc.

/. subjective, e.g.,
artistic merit

product

expensive to develop,
administer and
score

high-

yes

eXpensive to develop
costs vary to admin-
ister (often it is
on-the-job time).
relatively expensive
to score

high

inexpensive to
develop

costs vary to ad-.

Minister
costs vary to score

moderate/high

yes.

The test, con-
structor must
strive for maximum
fidelity within
allotted resources

*

44.
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Simulations often entail a variety of response modes:- paper-
and-pencil, oral, computer, manipulative, etc. This can present
difficult scoring problemo. .Alao, caution is warranted in
assuming a degree of.-relationship between simulated performance
and performance with actual equipment and people under realistic
.conditions. Finally, careful attention Should be paid to which
tasks are simulated. An effective task analysis may alleviaie
.many difficulties with respect to test validity but a sample of
isolated tasks or series of tasks mhy not be a valid sample of
the total job situation.

3. Work Sample Test--While these tests may appear in sone ways to pe
_similar to simulations the essential difference is that it requIzes
that the individual demonstrate proficiency by doing a series of
tasks or completing a piece of work under actual work conditions. This
is the most "realistic" type of test available and has the highest
face validity. For practical purposes the teist often consists of
a sample of a job. For example, it may not be feasible for a T.V.
technician to rebuild an entire set so we may observe her/his_
troubleshooting-and repair skills. Work sample tests have primr-
arily been used in the past with semi-skilled or skilled workers.
We see little revon, however, for limiting their application.

It is difficult.to standardize this type of test but it is not an
impossible undertaking. Wben the sample of work is an appropriate
one these tests can provide reliable and valid estimates of pro7
ficiency.

4. Project/Product Tests--This type of examination, entails evaluation,
of only the result of a tierieS of tasks. Something is presented
and evaluated." Science fairs, musical or dramatic performances,

.t.

most athletic coMpetition, art shows, industrial arts projects,
- etc., are only a few of the types of activities which readily
-lend themselves to'this type of evaluation. Evaluating only the
finished product ignores aclequately assessing process and,examinee
knowledge, but nevertheless this type of'test is.often quite
useful and generally very economical.

All four types of tests described above have considerable potential

for exiterion-referenced test developers.

1

4 N *
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Appendix C C.
Example Formats.for Scoring Non-Objective Teats-
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Example Formats for Scoring Non-Objective Testa
-

The scales which are delineated inetw are Suggestive of the types

of scoring formats which are available. Scoring is an importanf

(sideratioq and a difficult responsibility for*the test constructor.

Depending on the scope of the skill(a) to be evaluated it is unlikely

that only one format will adequately measure dkaminee prOficiency:

Mben designing a test, the-test-eonstructoe!should,peruse-this-list--

to see wftch scorAng procedures can adequately be msed to assess pro-.
.

ficiency.

The first five types of procedures are relatively more objective

than .the following five types. Fortunately, there are .at least three

promising methods for increasing the reliability of assessments:

1. Use several indicatois

2. Increase the umber

Thoroughly-tAin

-

Objective Mesurement.

1. Time

r measures) of performance,

skills to be Aeasuredt___

and te-train),obwrvers/scors%

4+.

.1

This is a measure dealing-with the amount .of time which. an Itxamineae?

uses, in demonstrating.i skill.
:

-

,

)
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4 Example:

Time started

Time TliliShed

Elapsed time

Accuracy

1

siat4-

-t

These are measures which deal wfth the correctness of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I

prbcess.

Example 2.1:

liumher of typing errors on a ten-minute test:

Is the stock cut to desired length .(1" .01 inch)?-

Is the blueprint prepared according to the epecificatiqns?

,

I-7
Objective: Wooden bookshelf cut to 1/16" accurac)Hi

;

pFoduct or

Scale: Wood cut at two feet.

I 13 t

1'11-74"

The

I --
(0// 1

_,

1)1115/16" 2' 42 '1/" 2 ' I/8" 2
1

u/16"

a / /

*LI,E/iervet- is told to aeasure the wood and rikord the dimension.
P

. //a
The scoring could be 10 pts.

next 1/16" from peifeCt,

beyond that.

4

'-

for 1'1111/16" -/21'1/16", 8 pts. for the

6 pts. for the next 1/16" and 0 pts.

I.

50
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3. Frequency of Occurrence

-These are measures dealing frequency of behavior repetitio .

2 eExample 3.1:

Within a minute time period, observe the number of times a
teacher does the-fallowing things (put a check for each occurrence):

TaUies Total
Asfcs recall question
Asks student to read"
Prov1de9 feedback,

Example 3.2:

in-basket simulation). Within a-one hour time limit
Observe the number of times an examinee performs gach of the
following things (put a check for each occurrence):

Tallies Total
Reads something from in-basket
Dictates'memorandum Co subordinate
Dictates lettrr to cigient
Drafts a personal/kemorandum
Puts information back into in-basket

, 4.' Amount Achieved or Accomplished

Mese measures deal with the amount of output produced by an

examinee.

Eicample 4.1:

Number of words tyPeDd.in 5 minutes.

Example 4.2:
I. . .i

. ,

.. Number of telephone inquiries handled in one hour.
- .
.t .

Number of times supervisor helps with an ingary.

Example 4.3:

Wickets packaged in a 15 minute time period:

4
(Directions: 'Tally the packaged wickets

' and check the,appropiiate line.) I.

0-10

4

11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30

over 30
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For scoring there could bg a 0-5 scale, i.e., 0-10 0;

11-15 1; . . -over 30

5. Cormption or Quantity Used

r
-these are measUres dealing with the resources expended in perform-A

,ance. Often these measurements can easily be done in, an unobtrusive

manner.

.
Example 5.1:

tft...dfder to check driving habits onb might keep records
on the numberof replacement tires a delivery person reciuiees
each year and check it against miles driven.

, Example 5.2:

In order to check for efficient use of using electrical wire
for a simulated outine telephone installation the test

' constructor could set standards for itaxims1 effective use of .
wire; measure the amount of wire remaining after performance
and check against measurement taken before performance, e.g.,

Length of wire at start:
.Length of wire at finish:
Length of wire used:

Comment: This technique can be used for a variety of other endeavors.

'For example.the skills test could measure the amount of

computer time wiled, the amount of telephone usags the amount

of secretarial time,used, etc.
jgr

'Subjective Measurement

Subjective measures ate uded to classify complex'processes or

joroducts into predetermined categories. The cat gories foreethe observer/

, scorer to.make.discrete decisions in regard to.performances.

t
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6. Rating Scales

Rating scalfis classify examinee performance on a continuum of

predetermined,categories.

Example 6.1:

When answering the telephone this secretary is c

1. overly friendly
2. courteous and professional

-3. courteoup .but not very-helpful.
4. not very.courteous but very helpful

neitheritourteous nor helpful

. /
Example 6.2:

Please rate e*aminee performance in the fourareas below-by placing
a."1" in the columns corresponding to your ratings.

Unac- hoes
-cept-: Not..

EXcellent Good O.K. Poor Able Apply .

a

Area-
Typing letters
Taking dictation
Editing manuscript
Keeping accounts accurately

7. Porced Choice

Forced choice scoring is similar to rating piales except that

the.scoring is done on an "all or none" basis,

Example 7.1

Examinee took the patienes blood pressure:
(Circle one)

Example 7.2:
\

The pales order,was tilled correctly.
(Circle one)7:

6

..*

Yes / No / N/A

or
4

N/A / Did Do / Did Not Do

-Yes No

.r

1
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Example 7.3:

For checking a series of steps a form like the one below might be used.;

Step 1
2

3

4

gr Yes

--

Its;

8. Checklists

.. .

1

Checklists are used to record the occurrelce of a bet of prespecified behavior&

lemetirieb, heckIists are Called "cafeteria' quetaions because theAseg17

cheeks off what ocCUrs fidm a' Niariety of choices -- none of which necessarily

exclude other itemsp.

Example 7.1:

),

Check all that apply to this waitress simulatio

Served witer
Asked if cocktails were desired
Obtained cocktails from bartender
OArnished cocktails
'Correctly raurned cocktails to

persons ordering them
Passed out-menus

Example 7.2:

r

Check all .that aply to thtp teacher's day:

Took attendance
Collected lunch-money
Conducted two reading groups

, Had pne hour of mathinstruction
.Had.ttudePt.sat lunch on. time

54
..1

fp-
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9. Attitude Scales
_

These measures deal with examinee attitudes toward important,

elements of their environment. There is-a wealth of literature on

constructing and using attitude scales.

Example 9.1:

I think production deadlines are

a: of overriding importance.
"b. very important as guidelines for prod on.

c. useful but not too important.
d. not particularly useful.

Example 9.2:

Reading technical literature in my field is.

a. very important to me.
b. of some importance to me.
c. nqt important.

\
Example 9.3:

Math classes are my favorite.time
during the school day. SA A. N D SD'

-Example 9.4:

For the type of work I plan to do, I feel library skills are

0

essential . somewhat useful, but
.important , not

- iniportant-'

10. Behavior Categorization

not unimior tent
important

"". .

.4

.These meapurea deal with categorizing I;ehaviors or the results of

acts that have occurred.
, 4-

Example 10.1:

Aniwers the telephone-in a-cordial manner $tCheck one)

.-yery cordial- friendly too abrupt
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Example'10.2:

Completed the sale. (Circle one)

Example 10.3: '

4/

Yes Unsure No

Ability to work with subordinates. (Check one)

very f samewhat
effectively effectively effectiVely ineffectively

-4e

,"

a

v

,

I

56

. ..
. lb , ).

: l
i

. .
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Review of Non-Objective Items and Scoring
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Figure 0.1 Evaluation of Non-Objeetive Items
It

Criterion of Appropriateness:

1. Is performance of this skill necessary to
job auccess? (In other words, will there
be troubleif this element is ignored?)

2. Is the element necessary for barely
acceptable workers?

3. Will this element differentiate superior
workers from thoSe whO are:not?

4. Is it practical to expect the examinee to
perform this 'skill at this point?

5. Has performance of this skill been deemed
important vis-a-vis a validated job
analysis?.

Item (Task) Content:

1. Does the task have,a clear and logical
bvinning?

2. Does the task have a clear and logical
end?

3. Does the task isolate the skills which
are of interest?

4. Is the reading level appropriate for
potential examinees?

5. Ras the item been made excessively
difficult by requiring unnecessarily exact
or difficult operations?

6. Does the item give any contingencies that
would unnecessarily inhibit completion? .

7. Does the item present material on which
the student has received instruction?

8. Is.the item drawn from a validated test
blueprint?

9. Can the skill be adequately performed in
q given length-of time?

10. If a product is tobe evaluated are the
'expectations (specifications) delineated?

A

.4 BEST COI AVAILABLE

58
dtgi

Yes

ct

No Unsure

..Ere*Imm

el1161.

111111111.

.1.
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Item crask) Structure`:

1. Ia the task delineated in an
unambiguous fashion?

2. Is the item constructed in terminology
commonly used in the trade or pro-
fession?

3. Do the directions give too many cues
for proper task procedures?_ _ . . _

, .

4. Are the task directions stated al
concisely as possible?

5. Are the task directions clear?

6. Does the item clearly specify what the
examinee has to. do?

A

Response Content:

1. Is there one clearly best way to
exlcute the task?

2. Are there a variety of acceptable ways
to execute the task?

3. Will examinees who have received
training be able to sheet the
appropriate procedure?

4. Could an examinee who has not received
.training execute the task?

5. Is the desired precision of performance
clearly indicsted in the itema

Yes No Unsure

11,
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.ltesponse Strecture :

l. Are the appropriate( tools or work aids
available co the examinee?

'Yen No Unsure(

2..Are the tools and work aids in good
condition?

Vi
3. Is the test environment conducive to ,
r good perforMance?

/

ANirections :

1. Is thh examinee informed of the fidelity
which is dxpected?

2. Do the directions inform the examinee how
resPonses will be scored?

3. Do the direct4ns inform the examinee
about the purposes of the test?

4. Do the directions spegity whether there
is only one best procedure? /

5. Do the directiOns specify whether there
are a variety of acceptable procedures? V

6. Do the directions specify an appropriate
amount of time which should be spent oq
the tasks?

7. Do the directions specify ady differential
-welghting procedures which will be used

Nin scorin the test?

8. Do the directions nttempt.:rneduce

examinee tension?

4

Post-Item (Task) Selection Considerations :

1. Do theitems represent an adequate sample
vof the best.b.1:40print?

2. Are the performances appropriate to the
actual job?

7
(S.

st
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Will the samplinv, of different (onitnry)
procedures he'confusing to the examinee?

4. Are there mechanisms to allow the examinee
to proceed after poor parformance on one
task?

111

4

Ver. Un5ure

41*
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Figure D2 Scoring a Non-Objective Test

Scorin44terformance Items

21. For each tnsk has the correct procedure,
or the acceptable alternative been

ow.
4 delineated?

2. Are there provisions made for partial
credit where appropriate?

3.-Has the manner in which performances-will-
be ranked, rated or categorized been

identified?

4. When observer judgments are ysed arc there
sample responses to represent the several

possible categories?

5. Does the scoring system provide for unex-
pected performance?

6. Has a scoring key been prepared?

7. Have arrangements beea made to have
observers at the test site?

O. Are the observers likely to be personally
piased due to prior inter-

.
_action with the examinees?

. Will people t!ho.have. mastery in the -per-

formance area be ucoring the tests?

10. Will people who have utaittry in the per-
formance area be judging performances?

-1/

Yes

11. Is there adequate provisiongfor training
4observers?

12. Has there been clear attempts to mini
obsprvers making judgmental decisions.

13. Will die presence of the observer(s effect

performance?
4

No Unsure

44k
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Table Bl Types of Tests

-

Characteristic
Recognition

Tests
Simulation

Tests
Work-Sample

Tests
Project/Product

, Tests

Useful Situations for
Aoplication

t 4

.
.

.

1. large groups of
exam nces

ccon,duy is

i ortant.

.

, .

.'
.

1. where the situa-
..

tion is too-large
and amorphous to
have "real"
situation

2. factors under con-
sideration must
be limited

.3. where health or
safety is a
factor

1. when on-the-job
observation is

I

possible
2. where the work in

question can be
accurately ob-

.

served
3. primarily used with

skilled br semir
skilled workers

.._

1. where process is
not important

2. where a variety
of processes
are acceptable

3. when test devel-
opment and ad-

ministration
costs are
limited

.4
Examples

. ,

. identify parts
of 4 diagram

. point to speci-
fied components

. identify func-
tions of various
components

1. role playing
2. games (computer

*t. otherwise)

I. ,in-basket .

4. secretarial tests

1. troubleshoot and
repair

2. production out-
put, e.g.,
machinist,
secretary

1. artistic pro-
jects

2. sports contests
3. science fairs

ialiditv for
Determining
Proficiency

.

.

1. low for skills
2. high for know-.

ledgg
it

1. moderate/high
for skills

2. moderate/low kor
knowledge

.

1. high for skila
2. moderate for

knowledge
.

1. moderate/high
for skills

2. moderate for.
knowledge

Response Modes
..

. ,

. paper and pencil
-multiple choice
-fill in blank

. oral r...,

. computer interi
action

1. paper and Pencil 'varies;
2. computer inter-

action
3. oral
4. manipulative

depends on
actual job re---

. -

quirementi
_ _

varies; the only
response is the

pr uct

-
.-,..

.,

0

`c,



Table 1.1 Types of Tests

Characteristic

Scoring Modes

Recognition
Tests

Simulation'
Tetts

1. objective

1-

Process/ProduCt
Evaluation

does not apply

Costs

-r-

Woxk-Sample
Tests

1. objeCtive, e.g.,
did/did'not do.

2. subjective, e.g.,
observer ratings

. objeCtive, e.g.
output, waste,

-,-accuracy, etc.

subjective, e.g.,
rating\scales,
ranking, etc.

ProjecWroduct
Tests' ,

1. objective, e.g.,
measure tdaer-

ances'oK'pToduct-
works!, does tibt

work, amounelt.
completed, etc.

2. subjective, e,g.
artistic merit-

P

process and/or
product

process and
product

product

relatively inex-
pensive to
develop, admin-
ister and score

expensive to develop,
administer and
score

expensive to develop
costs vary to admin-
ister (often it is
on-the-job,time)
relatively expensive
to score

.inexpensive td
develop
costs vary to ad-4
minister

costs vary to score

Fidelity

Useful as
"Instructionol Device

low

yes

higb

yes

high

no

moderate/high

yes

ella.

Comments.
der

The test con-.
structor must
strive for maximum
fidelity within
allotted resources

9

64
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